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CUSTOMER IMPACT 
AUDIT CHECKLIST
7 categories to review the impact of 
your work, service and products on 
your customers

©IA Group, 2019 theiadvisorygroup.com
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HOW TO USE THE 
TOOL?

For most organisations and teams serving customers we have very few 
clear measures for reviewing just how much value we are delivering to 
our key customers. Your service, product promise is very important but, 
there are also other critical areas that impact the long term view
of your relationship success.

These 7 impact areas have been taken from the study of the most common 
advantage areas customers across 8 different industries implicitly and 
explicitly look for.

On a simple scale it allows you to see how much impact as a score you 
bring to a customer.
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SCORING (MAX 35 
IMPACT SCORE) 

Scoring Result

0-10

You are potentially leaving the perceived value of your relationship in a 
risky place. It is worth in yournext customer meeting to begin to explore 
the areas with them. Then put plans in place to grow the most important 
impact areas.

11-20

You’re doing some good work in some areas. There may be a disconnect 
in how value is being lookedat strategically in your business. It is worth 
looking at the lowest point areas and identifying what risks there might 
be in the lower scored areas to your customer relationship.

21-30

You’re doing great work in some areas. You’re in a strong position to 
accelerate key areas in your relationship. Review the areas and identify 
how visible your impact points are to your customer today. If not, how 
can you make this and what would need to be done.

31-35
You’re doing great work in most areas. You need to keep that up and to 
turn those value points into case studies for your customers. Identified 
opportunities to deepen trust and grow revenue.
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Seven Impact Categories

Impact to core contacts

Impact to customer revenue/cost

Impact to customer employees

Impact to their customers

Impact to customer exec team

Impact to customer shareholders 

Impact to customer brand

Your Impact Score:

0 - demonstrated no impact
1 - there is little demonstrated value
2 - there is some demonstrated value
3 - there is demonstrated value that is reasonable to the client
4 - there is demonstrated value that meets expectation
5 - there is clear and demonstrated impact that is above client expectation
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WHAT NEXT?

Whatever your score, take a view of impact across all your accounts then 
decide on one area to improve your score.

If you’d like to know how you, your team, organisation can take full 
advantage of improving all seven impact areas for any key customer. Or 
get access to the full digital tool.

Get in touch with my team at www.theiadvisorygroup.com, and use 
the keyword Impact.

http://www.theiadvisorygroup.com
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theiadvisorygroup.com

For support or questions on work or documentation together please contact our team
enquiries@theiadvisorygroup.com
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